
OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD 
REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH

The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on 
our lives. ‘Redikally’ speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe 
brings for us on that date. So read on and find out your unique gift !!
Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of 
birth. Look for the affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if 
the affirmation is resonating well with you. If you find the resonance, please 
affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the period 
of 1 week. 

  August 19 to  August 25 , 2018
For the best results, you could write these affirmations.

Birthdate 1 
NC1 - EFFECTIVE PROPOSITION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I invite others to value my wise advice at the right time in a right manner. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You  have  wise  ideas  and  advice  as  you  have  a  foresight  and  can  envisage  the
consequences of decisions and actions taken by others, well in advance. However, it
bothers you, when people do not take your advice seriously - at the time they
should and in a manner they should. Unfortunately, they value your advice quite late
and  that  generates  a  considerable  frustration  (within  you).  Enhancing  your
communication and inviting people to get your wisdom at the right time in the right
manner, would be helpful. 

Birthdate 2
PL8 - LEFT GRIP CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I maintain appropriate grip over the experience of contribution. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It's good to contribute. It's better to choose what you want to contribute. It's
best to enjoy the grip on what you wish to contribute. Look at exploring various
possibilities and means to avail a better grip over situations and experiences in
your life where you may have to give, contribute, serve, impart, discharge, deliver
or  contribute  something.  E.g.,  giving  compliments,  attention,  money,  wealth,
services or an emotional response. There could be several factors due to which you
could be feeling a kind of loss of grip over such situations & experiences. Examine
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those factors.  Do you think those situations or experiences are due to certain
known or unknown fears, past beliefs, prejudices or your sense of vulnerability?
Whatever may be the reason, intend and invite a better grip over your life and
particularly in the experience of giving, serving or contributing. 

Birthdate 3
TR3 - RIGHT INTIMACY WITH THE INNER STRENGTH CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I put my best forward towards intimacy with my inner strength. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
If  you  have  experienced  a  sense  of  weakness  or  shortcoming in  your  intimate
relationships in the past, you might refrain from putting your best foot forward to
allow intimacy in your life. Discover your true strength and let that strength guide
you to put your best foot forward to enjoy intimacy in your relationships. Instead
of  thinking  of  withdrawing,  look  at  the  possibility  of  strengthening  your
relationship  and discovering  a  true strength in  your  existing  close relationship.
Intend and invite others in your relationship to add to your strength and enable
you to put your best foot forward in your chosen direction. 

Birthdate 4 
FLR7 - RIGHT DETACHED SECURITY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
The secured human in me, allows everyone to follow their divine inspiration. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Whether you get attached to others or others get attached to you, the ultimate
result is the impeded movement on the life path. You could be one of those who
may not get attached to others but definitely have charisma to attract others and
let them get attached to you. Look at the possibility of your subconscious mind
game which gives you security in an indirect way when you allow others to get
attached to you. 

Birth date  5 
HL4 - LEFT ATTENTION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I constructively and proactively pay attention. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You are reminded to pay attention. Perhaps, certain issues, people around you or
your own health/body cells need your attention. Are you willing to give attention
proactively  or are you  going  to pay attention when you are left  with  no other



choice? Think about it. You can always constructively and proactively prioritise and
pay due attention wherever needed. 

Birthdate 6 
FLL4 - LEFT DETACHED OPENING UP CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I continue to remain open (to people/places/experiences) in a detached manner. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Why  would  you  refrain  from  remaining  open  to  an
individual/people/place/situation/experience or material object of any kind? Are
you concerned about getting attached or resultant pain of getting attached? Do
you feel that remaining open could lead to attachment? When you remain open, you
also remain open to the awareness of the transience of all that is. You are here for
certain experiences. If you curtail yourself, you are being unfair to yourself and
others who consented to contribute to your experiences. Withdrawal and curtailing
yourself will block the flow of energy. So continue remaining open in an aware and
detached manner. 

Birthdate 7 
FL48 - LEFT GRATITUDE FOR GROUNDING CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I remain grateful to self-restraining factors, which are inspiring me to rise high in
life. 

SHORT EXPLANATION  
Is it possible that you are feeling tied down or grounded, say by certain factors or
people or circumstances and you see that as an inhibiting factor in your life, rather
than a factor which helps you fly high? Imagine a kite that is tied to a string to
enable  rising  high  in  the  sky.  Like  this  kite  you  may  be  feeling  tied  down  or
grounded. However, if you think with more clarity, there is a strong possibility that
all these grounding factors are actually helping you fly high. It would be great if
you can be thankful towards all those grounding factors or seemingly inhibitory or
self-restraining factors which are indeed inspiring you and facilitating you to rise
higher in life. 

Birthdate 8 
VC7 - LIBERATION THROUGH ISOLATION CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I claim my liberty to be myself irrespective of people around me. 



SHORT EXPLANATION
If your life plan involves an experience of liberation, you may eventually manifest a
kind of social isolation or separation as one of the ways to achieve that. Of course
it will not be your conscious choice but due to sheer association of people with the
feeling of being trapped and the association of isolation with independence, you
may manifest a situation of social,  professional or personal isolation to liberate
yourself.. However, that is not really true liberation. Real liberation is the liberty
to be yourself wherever you are. 

Birthdate 9 
BLL2 - LEFT DETACHMENT CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I pursue with detachment. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You  could  be  curtailing  and  inhibiting  yourself  out  of  possibility  of  getting
attached. However, practice detachment through higher awareness of the constant
nature of transience of all that is. Even if the circumstances and experiences are
transient in nature, you need to pursue and continue giving your best and doing your
best with detachment.

Birthdate 10 
PR17- RIGHT WILLINGNESS CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I willingly receive

SHORT EXPLANATION
What is it that you are unwilling to receive? It's time to remain a willing receiver
and enhance your will or will power to receive all that is due to you or receivable by
you. Let your past or beliefs based on the past, not dampen your willingness or will
power to receive all that you are meant to receive.

Birthdate 11 
VL2 - RIGHT ALIGNMENT FOR GRACIOUS RECEIVING CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I graciously align myself to receive from the channel of resource. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You do not have to associate the experience of receiving with begging. You can
receive with grace and honour. You do not have to necessarily bow down and stoop
in front of others. You can stand tall and receive all that you wish to receive from



the right resource providers. All  you have to do is align well  to the stream or
channel of resource. 

Birthdate 12 
BLR11  -  RIGHT  OPENING  UP  WITH  FAIR  REDISTRIBUTION  OF  THE
BRUNT CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
The more I delegate the more I remain open to various possibilities. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Are you choosing to remain confined to your current scenario due to a perceived
possibility of bearing the brunt by opening up to a person or a possibility in life?
How about looking at the possibility of delegating your current responsibilities or a
challenging role play? It is only when you open up to various possibilities, you will
realise  that  you  do  not  have  to  necessarily  say  yes  to  all  that  you  are  going
through.  If you look around, you will  find someone to take over your role-play.
Intend and invite alternatives and you too look at the possibility of opening up to
various alternatives which could be more pleasant, enjoyable and comfortable for
you. How about intending an easy going and favourable time as you open up and put
your best forward? 

Birthdate 13 
AR18 RIGHT SYNCHRONICITY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
 I receive on time. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Have you thought of the possibility of opening up to receive the right input, the
right support, the right aid, at the right time, in the right manner, from the right
people?  All  you  need  is  to  learn  the  skills  to  remain  aligned  to  the  Universal
rhythm, and that can be possible for you. 

Birthdate 14 
FLR13 - HUMBLE OPENING UP CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I humbly open up to the possibilities/places/people. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Open up to embrace all that you have been avoiding so far. It's time to open up to
different  possibilities,  opportunities  or  people.  Ensure  that  your
pride/ego/righteousness is not inhibiting you from opening up to certain people,



possibilities and potential. Embrace all that you are and remain open to all that you
may have been avoiding so far. 

Birthdate 15 
HL16- LEFT FREEDOM TO COMMAND CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I am free to have command over my contribution. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You  could  easily  exercise  enough command over what you wish  to give,  impart,
contribute  or  deliver  in  your  life.  Rise  above  the  feeling  of  being  forced  to
contribute or  serve against  your  wishes.  You  do  have  a  say  in  the  matter  and
choose to exercise adequate command over what you serve and how you serve,
contribute, give or share. You do have a command over how much you contribute, to
whom do you contribute, when do you contribute and under which circumstances
you contribute. 

Birthdate 16 
FR13 - RIGHT NEUTRAL OBSERVATION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I choose to observe neutrally and respond proactively towards all  environmental
inconsistencies. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
By ignoring the unpleasantness, you could be overlooking the possibility of bringing
in a positive shift through them. Sometimes you may have a desire to close your
eyes  to  certain  unpleasant  aspects  of  your  outer  environment.  Not  all  that  is
happening  in  your  environment  may  be  pleasing  and  appealing  to  you.  However,
closing your eyes will not take care of the situation. You are reminded to open your
eyes and be a detached observer to all that is happening in your outer space so
that  eventually  all  inconsistencies  can  be  recognised  and  addressed  in  an
appropriate manner. 

Birthdate 17 
FLL22 - LEFT SURRENDER CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I continue to surrender in full faith, strength and awareness. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Only with consistent and persistent faith, you will be able to continue putting your
best foot forward with an attitude of surrender. You have probably tried resisting
in the past; you have probably tried rebelling in the past. Trust your inner guidance.



Continue having faith in the greater good behind all  designs and moves of life.
Continue with an attitude of total surrender with faith and inner strength. You are
being guided to continue putting your best foot forward in a certain direction. 

Birthdate 18 
FLL26 - PERSISTENCE TO REMAIN OPEN WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I surrender and continue to remain open to various possibilities. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
If you find it difficult to remain open and if you have tried your best, look at the
possibility  of  surrendering  to  the  higher  consciousness.  Surrendering  with  full
faith will enable you to continue putting your best foot forward and remain open to
either an individual, people, place, situation, experience or material object of any
kind. 
 
Birthdate 19 
HL2 - LEFT LIBERAL APPROACH CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I give others the space they deserve. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Why would you be possessive about any person, a pet, an object, a certain situation,
an experience and deprive them of the liberty and the space that they deserve? As
you realign to the security and the faith within, you know that all that is meant for
you is going to be there with you. Rejoice and cherish love in every moment of
togetherness and have faith in future possibilities of better experiences, trusting
that eventually all that is good for you shall happen in the best possible manner. 

Birthdate 20 
TR7 - RIGHT WIN-WIN OPTION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I always opt for a win-win situation. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Like all other human beings you too have a need to be needed. However, if you are
encouraging and allowing others to step on your toes and take advantage of you in a
manner which benefits none, you may eventually feel exploited and used. Besides,
people  who  are  taking  advantage  of  your  benevolent  nature  are  not  being
empowered either. Discover the win win situation rather than a No Win situation.
Help others in a manner which empowers them and does not create dependency as



well as a feeling of exploitation. All you have to do is to put your best foot forward
to create a win win situation which benefits all including you. 

Birthdate 21 
SR3 - RIGHT DEFENCE ADAPTATION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I graciously accept the change in the way others defend. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
We all  have  a  right  to defend  ourselves  and  ensure our well  being.  There are
several  ways  in  which others  around  you  defend  themselves,  too.  Some people
defend by being aggressive or rude, whereas some people defend by being sober
and obedient. As you change from within, people around you change as well. They
often alter their style of defence which may or may not be acceptable to you.
However, you need to gently and compassionately understand and accept their need
for the change in the way they defend themselves. Recognise, if there are certain
attributes in you which is making others so defensive. Resolve and rise above the
need  to  witness  defensive  behaviour  in  others.  As  you  start  accepting  with
awareness, the unhealthy patterns will be recognised and resolved.

Birthdate 22 
FL4 - LEFT LIBERATION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I discover creative ways of liberating myself and others. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Recognise  and  appropriately  address  your  beliefs,  fears,  concerns  and  adverse
effects of past experiences which prevent you from sanctioning an experience of
liberation  for  yourself  and  for  others  in  your  space.  You  deserve  to  liberate
yourself. You and everyone around you deserve to experience this freedom within
the framework of their individual life plan. You deserve to discover and expand
parameters for liberation in alignment with your life plan. 

Birthdate 23 
BLR5 - RIGHT EMOTIONAL HURT RELEASE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I recognise and resolve my stored emotional hurts. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It would be easier for you to put your best foot forward if you let go of and
release stored emotional hurts. Perhaps you have been storing some of the past
emotional hurts in your calf muscles without your conscious knowledge and it is



time to let them go so that you can put your best foot forward in your chosen
direction. 

Birthdate 24 
CR1 RIGHT RELIEF CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I relieve myself from the past backlog. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Life is a journey and travelling light would make the journey more enjoyable. Past
does contribute to your current life, but carrying all the impressions of the past
could get burdensome and slow you down. Does that inspire you to recognise and
address some of the unhelpful and undesirable attributes of the past? Are you
willing  to  free  your  present  moment  and  the  future  possibilities  from  the
undesirable influences of the past? 

Birthdate 25 
HR13 - RIGHT COMMAND CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite adequate command over what I receive in life. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Of course,  you  are  entitled  to  choose  what  you  receive  in  life.  You  can  have
adequate command over what you wish to receive, when you wish to receive, how
you wish to receive and from whom you wish to receive. You do not have to play the
role of a helpless receiver who have no say in the matter of receiving pleasant and
unpleasant experiences from others. Of course, you can exercise your command in
various ways so that you receive as per your desire. 

Birthdate 26 
VC2 - AXIS CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I expand my horizons by remaining aligned to my axis. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You are like the wheel who is permitted to explore the roads and the world around
you.  However,  what  is  required is  to  remain  aligned  to the  axis  as  you are  an
integral  part  of  the  major  system  where  your  movement  needs  to  be  in
coordination with others’ movements as well. 



Birthdate 27 
BLL12 - LEFT OPENING UP WITH FAIR REDISTRIBUTION OF BRUNT 
CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I continue to remain open to delegate and I continue to remain open by delegating. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Hey,  do  not  think  of  withdrawing  at  this  moment.  Continue  to  remain  open  to
various experiences, possibilities and people. You have been doing well in the past.
If you are experiencing a possible brunt of responsibilities or unpleasantness as
you  remain  open  and  persistent,  think  of  redistributing  the  responsibilities  or
unpleasantness in order to ease out your way forward so that you persistently and
consistently put your best foot forward in your chosen direction as you remain
open to various possibilities. You do not have to continue bearing the brunt in order
to create lasting impressions. 

Birthdate 28 
FLR7 - RIGHT DETACHED SECURITY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
The secured human in me, allows everyone to follow their divine inspiration. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Whether you get attached to others or others get attached to you, the ultimate
result is the impeded movement on the life path. You could be one of those who
may not get attached to others but definitely have charisma to attract others and
let them get attached to you. Look at the possibility of your subconscious mind
game which gives you security in an indirect way when you allow others to get
attached to you. 

Birthdate 29 
 FLL 2 - LEFT INDEPENDENCE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I perform irrespective of support from others. 

SHORT EXPLANATION 
Several people could be contributing to you in different ways. However does their
absence hamper your performance and make you feel handicapped without them?
Look out for a possibility of doing your best by overcoming the dependency on
people/team/individuals/human resources. 

Birthdate 30 
PL10- LEFT GOVERNANCE CHAKRA



AFFIRMATION
I govern my contribution being the boss in my setup. 

SHORT EXPLANATION 
SHORT EXPLANATION It feels nice when you have a say in the matter as you
impart, give or contribute all that you wish to, to yourself or others. You are gently
reminded to explore the possibility of being the boss in a given set-up and take a
call on what you wish to and how you wish to give, deliver, serve, contribute or
impart. If you feel that you still do not have the say in the matter and you might
be asked to contribute as per others' wish, recognise your own attribute which can
be constructively shifted so that you remain in a better position to have a say in
the matter.

Birthdate 31 
HL2 - LEFT LIBERAL APPROACH CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I give others the space they deserve. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Why would you be possessive about any person, a pet, an object, a certain situation,
an experience and deprive them of the liberty and the space that they deserve? As
you realign to the security and the faith within, you know that all that is meant for
you is going to be there with you. Rejoice and cherish love in every moment of
togetherness and have faith in future possibilities of better experiences, trusting
that eventually all that is good for you shall happen in the best possible manner. 
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